COURSE SCHEDULE:
Contemporary Macro and Meso Theory in the Social Sciences, 15hp (7.5 hp)

Course introduction
Jon Pierre and Abby Peterson
11.11.07: 13.15 – 14.30
room: F 417

Theme 1. Governance/Governmentality
Jon Pierre
11.11.08: 13.15 – 15.00
room:

11.11.09: 13.15 – 15.00
room:

literature:

Theme 2. Network analysis, formalism and analytical sociology
Björn Halleröd
11.11.15: 13.15 – 15.00
room: F 417

11.11.22: 13.15 – 15.00
room: F 417

literature:
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Ca 220 pp

Theme 3. Reflexivity and the Cultural Turn in Politics
Bengt Larsson
11.11.29: 13.15 – 15.00
room: F 417
11.12.01: 13.15 – 15.00
room: F 417

literature:

**Theme 4. Institutionalism/Neoinstitutionalism**
Bo Rothstein
11.12.06: 13.15 – 15.00
room: F 417
11.12.08: 13.15 – 15.00
room: F 417

literature:

**Theme 5. Feminist Social Science Theory**
Lena Wängnerud
11.12.19: 13.15 – 15.00
room: F 417
11.12.20: 13.15 – 15.00
room: F 417

literature:
Från *Habermas and the Public Sphere* (1999) Craig Calhoun (ed.) tar följande kapitel:
- Seyla Benhabid. ‘Models of Public Space: Hannah Arendt, the Liberal Tradition, and Jürgen Habermas’. 26 pp.
• Nancy Fraser. ‘Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to the Critique of Actually Existing Democracy’. 32 pp.

Theme 6. The Political Sociology of the Welfare State
Tomás Berglund
12.01.09: 13.15 – 15.00
room: F 417

12.01.13: 13.15 – 15.00
room: F 417

Literature: